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Chris Greicius, a brave
7-year-old boy, from
Phoenix, Arizona, was
the inspiration for
the Make-A-Wish®
mission to grant
wishes to children
with life-threatening
illnesses.
Chris had leukaemia and
his greatest wish was to
become a policeman.
His dream was realised
when his family, friends and local community
organised a tailor-made uniform, a ride in a
helicopter and completed his VIP treatment with
the presentation of his policeman’s badge.
All involved were so touched by this experience that
they vowed that granting wishes and making dreams
come true for these incredibly brave children
should continue.
To date, more than 350,000 wishes have been
granted worldwide and many children have
experienced the power of a wish.

“We grant the wishes of
children with life-threatening
medical conditions to enrich
the human experience with
hope, strength and joy.”

Our aim is to go beyond the mere delivery of
each child’s wish. Instead, we hope to create an
unforgettable and meaningful experience in making
these wishes come true. In their fight to overcome
their illnesses, we know that such memories are
a source of joy, encouragement, hope and even
strength to these children. It is our goal, in Singapore,
to reach every medically eligible child.
We need you!
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LEADERSHIP MESSAGE
It is now almost three years since I started
volunteering with the Singapore chapter of Make-AWish Foundation. Back then, I had joined to fill the
role of Treasurer and soon became familiar with the
Foundation’s mission and vision, though at that time it
seems more like mere words. Things came to life for
me as I got involved in the fund-raising committee organising events like the Santa Run for Wishes and
the Golf Day.
The true essence of the foundation’s work struck me
when I was granting my first wish. I was part of a
team that fulfilled a wish for Matthew – an 11-yearold boy suffering from Burkitt’s Lymphoma. It was a simple wish
to fulfil, but to see the joy and glow in Matthew’s face when he received his “box
of video games” was truly fulfilling and a testament to the purpose of MakeA-Wish. Sometimes, we can get caught up with our lives and take for granted
simple things like having all our faculties in place – things that these children
struggle with every day. What may seem like a simple wish for a normal child
can bring much joy and happiness, to a wish child, especially when battling a
life-threatening medical condition.
I have been part of the wish granting team for a few more wishes since then
and each one is unique and reinforces the value that Make-A-Wish brings to
these children and their families.
I am humbled to see the work that Make-A-Wish does, through what their staff
and network of volunteers is doing and privileged to be a part of this foundation.
Contributing to this foundation brings me happiness and a sense of personal
fulfilment and I hope to continue to support Make-A-Wish Singapore in the years
to come.

Paul D’Souza
Treasurer
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FUNDRAISING EVENTS

Portraits for a Cause
In October 2016, fashion webzine styleXstyle.com had
kicked off its 4th anniversary celebrations with an eyeopening exhibition of 29 celebrity portraits at
Scotts Square.
Aptly titled Eternity in a Moment, the photographic
showcase was produced by two icons in the Singapore
fashion photography scene: lensman Mark Law and
fashion director Jeremy Tan. It aimed to do good – all
portraits were auctioned off on styleXstyle.com’s online
store from 6-30 October for charity.
Make-A-Wish Singapore was the charity of choice for
Mediacorp artiste Jeanette Aw, who participated in the
exhibition. Her portrait raised $2300, which was wholly
donated to Make-A-Wish.
“styleXstyle’s 4th anniversary celebrations aren’t about ourselves – this time, a passionate team has come
together to give back to society. I am grateful to our generous patrons for their charitable contributions. With
their help, we managed to raise $46,600 in total for charity,” says styleXstyle Head, Sharon Au.

Samsonite Gives Back
On 20 January, Make-A-Wish Singapore partnered
Samsonite for the first time as part of the travel brand’s
annual luggage trade-in initiative. Over two months,
Samsonite’s customers were encouraged to trade in
their pre-loved luggage at select Samsonite stores to
enjoy special prices on two of their top-selling
luggage models.
With every trade-in purchase, Samsonite donated a fee
together with the pre-loved luggage to Make-A-Wish.
The response was overwhelming, with almost
$26,870 raised!
“This initiative was born out of a passion that we as
an organisation strongly believe in. Being able to do
our part in supporting positive social change puts into
action values that we, as a company, embody. This
year, it has been an honour to partner with Make-AWish® and contributes to the deeply significant and
life-enriching work that they do. The overwhelming
support from the hundreds of Singaporeans inspires us
to continue investing in causes that bring a difference
to people’s lives.” – Satish Peerubandi, General
Manager, Samsonite Singapore Pte Ltd.
Thank you, Samsonite, for embracing the spirit
of giving!

WISH STORIES

“I wish to have a laptop”
Wei Yang, 13, burkitt’s lymphoma
When the wish granters first met Wei Yang, he
appeared very reserved but was firm that he wishes
to receive a laptop which he could use for school and
for gaming as well. Apart from this, he also revealed
that he loves playing games in the arcade with
his family.
Wei Yang’s wish started off with a trip to the Zone X,
an arcade at Lot 1. To make it extra special for his
wish experience, the Zone X staff opened their doors
an hour before the normal opening hours to give Wei
Yang an exclusive all-you-can-play experience.
Wei Yang particularly enjoyed car racing and he and
his family (mum, sister and cousin) had a great time
trying out all the games. Before they left, Zone X
further sweetened the experience by gifting Wei Yang
nine $20 game cards for their future trips to
the arcade.
Returning to a home filled with balloons from MakeA-Wish, Wei Yang was over the moon to receive one
of the latest ASUS laptop with gaming capabilities
and a laptop bag sponsored by Targus.
Wei Yang was referred to Make-A-Wish by the
Children’s Cancer Foundation at KK Women’s &
Children’s Hospital.

Wish Granters: Fiona
Lim, Gabriel Teo,
Vanessa Koh
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WISH STORIES

“I wish to have fun on
Sentosa!”
Ryzqy, 8, cerebral palsy and epilepsy
Ryzqy is an 8-year-old boy diagnosed with cerebral
palsy and epilepsy. Although he is unable to verbalise,
he communicates through gestures and vocalisations. A
jovial boy, Ryzqy’s interests range from cars, to playing in
the water, and to characters like ‘The Minions’.
Due to his very short attention span, it is difficult to get
Ryzqy to focus on just one activity for a long period of
time. Taking this into consideration, the wish granters
planned a staycation packed with activities that Ryzqy
had shown interest in.
Starting his wish day with a luxurious ride in a stretch
limousine, Ryzqy was elated to see a colourfully
decorated room upon his arrival at Festive Hotel,
Resorts World Sentosa. In the evening, he was greeted
with a pleasant surprise at the Wings of Time show, a
personalised message displayed especially for him at the
end of the show.

The next day, a special VIP tour at the Universal Studios
Singapore (USS) was arranged for Ryzqy where he met
all his favourite characters, rode on almost all the rides
and received several “Minions” souvenirs to remember
his day at USS.
On the third day, Ryzqy’s KidZania experience included
role-playing different professions and playing his
favourite role of fire fighter in the simulated fire engine.
His last stop of the staycation was spent at Adventure
Cove where Ryzqy had great fun in the waterpark.
It was heartening to see the joyful smiles on Ryzqy’s
face while he was looking at all the pictures and videos,
even a week after his adventurous and memorable
staycation at RWS.
Ryzqy was referred to Make-A-Wish by National
University Hospital (NUH).
Wish Granters:Afifah
Hazali,Sonita
Regupathi, Su Hui
Phang
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“I wish to have a buggy!”
Joshua, 4, leigh syndrome

Joshua has a very rare degenerative disease which
gives him low muscle tone, very little energy and
leaves him unable to communicate or express
himself much.
To break the ice during their first visit, the wish
granters brought Joshua an interactive voice activated
Sesame Street book. Joshua loved the book as he
could respond to the sounds made as the pages of

the story book was flipped. The wish granters then
worked closely with his parents and it was decided that
it would be meaningful for Joshua to have a stroller
that would give him proper support to join his family on
more outings.
Once Joshua’s fitted stroller arrived, a cosy wish
party was planned at a café for Joshua’s family and
his physiotherapist’s family. Excited and intrigued by
the balloons décor at the café, Joshua and his family
chatted over a breakfast of sandwiches, waffles and
muffins before heading towards the Flower Dome in the
late morning.
Thanks to his new stroller, Joshua could enjoy a
comfortable outdoor excursion and basked in the
sensory stimulation of the delightful sights and smells
of the flora and fauna in an air-conditioned comfort.
Joshua was referred to Make-A-Wish by National
University Hospital (NUH).

“I wish to have a
motorised wheelchair!”

Wish Granters:
Alvin Low,
Irene Soh

Brayden, 17, congenital heart disease
Brayden is an incredibly smart young man who is
currently attending NUS on a special non-graduating
programme. Due to his condition, he only has an
effective 50% oxygen intake so he needs to move
around with an oxygen respirator. Brayden wishes
for a motorised wheelchair so that he can be more
independent and moves around school with ease.
Brayden’s wish day started with
a surprise visit from his wish
granters Ariel and Constance,
with no clue that they had
secretly planned a surprise
‘breakfast party’ for him, his
family and relatives.
Much to his delight, Brayden
quickly tuck into his favourite Cedele’s breakfast
spread, from juices to mini sandwiches and scones.
Following the delectable surprise, the wheelchair
arrived right on time at 10am. Excited to receive his
electric wheelchair, Brayden wasted no time in taking a
‘test drive’ along the lane outside his house. Beaming
with joy, Brayden appeared very happy to have this
new “mobile transportation” that would allow him to
zip around places (especially at the school campus)
comfortably and effortlessly.

After breakfast, the wish granters presented him with
admission tickets to Gardens by the Bay and dining
vouchers for Grand Mandriana, a restaurant that
Brayden has always wanted to try. Brayden and his
family were very appreciative to his wish granters and
Make-A-Wish for having granted his wish.
Brayden was referred to Make-A-Wish by the KK
Women’s & Children’s Hospital.
Wish Granters:
Constance Lee,
Ariel Ong
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WISH STORIES

“I wish to meet Elsa!”
Shi En, 5, medulloblastoma
Shi En was very shy when she first met Make-AWish Singapore, but she gradually warmed up to our
volunteers, constantly talking about Elsa from Frozen.
Her wish, unsurprisingly, was to meet Elsa as a Princess.
We were lucky that Elsa was in town for Disney on Ice
and so many partners rallied together to create a very
special day for Shi En. We transformed a function room
at the Indoor Stadium into her very own palace where
she underwent a princess makeover. She was then
whisked onto the ice for a quick twirl before Anna and
Elsa appeared to give her a private performance, along
with lots of hugs.
Shi En was then given a VIP seat to watch the full Disney
on Ice show which she enjoyed thoroughly. What was
amazing, was that the shy Shi En even agreed to be part
of the show (but only with mom!) and sat in a cart during
Genie’s performance.

Because Shi En loves reading, she was also showered
with a lot of books and Frozen gifts from all the wish
partners involved.
Shi En was referred to Make-A-Wish by the
Children’s Cancer Foundation at KK Women’s &
Children’s Hospital.

Wish Granters:
Boo Xu Ning, Phang
Su Hui, Andrea
Leong
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“I wish to be a reporter!”
Jameen, 17, acute lymphoblastic leukemia
Jameen Chong is a 17-year-old who was diagnosed
with acute lymphoblastic leukemia three years ago.An
unfortunate stroke struck Jameen in Oct 2014, leaving
her wheelchair bound and uncommunicative at the age
of 15. She is also fully dependent for all activities of
daily living.
Prior to her illness, Jameen was a hardworking Sec 3
student who is analytical, well-read and loves watching
the news. She spent a lot of time journaling and
aspired to be a travel journalist, travelling to third world
countries, reporting on war-related and natural
disaster stories.
In celebration of her 18th birthday, Jameen and her
family were treated to an exclusive tour of Singapore
Press Holdings’ (SPH) Print Centre in Jurong Port Road.
The tour covered key steps in the printing process
including the creation of printing plates, ink transfer from
plate to paper, and sorting of printed newspapers into
bundles for delivery to news agents islandwide.

At the surprise party, Jameen’s mother and younger
sister were very touched when they saw her showered
with gifts such as the customised The New Paper polo
shirt embroidered with her name, plush toys and a
birthday cake from Make-A-Wish. To make Jameen’s
wish come true, The New Paper also put together a
column based on interviews with Jameen’s mother
and presented the framed news column as a gift to the
birthday girl.
Jameen was referred to Make-A-Wish by the
Children’s Cancer Foundation at KK Women’s &
Children’s Hospital.

Wish Granters:
Julianatasha Salleh,
Faisal Karim, Sin
Phuay Hiang
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WISH STORIES

“I wish to have a
birthday party!”
Evangeline, 4, acute lymphoblastic leukemia
A four-year-old girl with acute lymphoblastic leukemia,
a type of childhood blood cancer, Evangeline is a very
sensitive and intelligent young girl who loves everything
about Snorlax (the Pokemon character). It was no
surprise that her wish was to have a Snorlax-themed
birthday party with a bouncy castle, a giant ball pit, go
on an egg-hunt and have her very first birthday cake.
To fulfill her wish, the room was perfectly transformed
into a giant playroom with touches of Snorlax and
Pikachu! A magician was engaged to entertain the jovial
birthday girl and the first thing that Evangeline did when
she entered the room was to run towards the ball pool
and the egg hunt.

When the magic show ended, Evangeline could not wait
to dive into the ball pool for her egg hunt! She appeared
very happy and energetic and played in the ball pool
for a long time before she stopped for lunch, giving the
wish granters time to add an extra 50 eggs for the next
egg hunt.
Shortly after lunch, Evangeline was beaming when the
crowd gathered to sing her a birthday song, cut her
cake and she quickly returned to the ball pool again.
After the party, Evangeline and her family proceeded
to the family suite where she excitedly opened one
present after another. It was a joy to watch the
endearing girl’s face light up each time she unveils the
Snorlax gifts.
It was indeed a satisfying wish planning experience
for the wish granters when they witnessed the endless
smiles and joyous expressions from Evangeline!
Evangeline was referred to Make-A-Wish by the
Children’s Cancer Foundation at National University
Hospital (NUH).

Wish Granters: I-lin
Lee, Paul D’souza,
Elina Toh
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“I wish to go to Korea!”
Khairah, 16, biliary atresia
Khairah is a sweet 16-year-old girl who was diagnosed
with biliary atresia, a rare disease of the liver and bile
ducts. An avid fan of Kpop, she adores BTS, GOT7 and
all things kpop/Korean. She has even started collecting
kpop merchandises and albums - something that she
never thought she’d take a liking to before starting her
kpop journey.
Besides wanting to step foot on the land of kpop,
Khairah also wanted to experience the cold weather
there. To realise her wish, Khairah was flown to Seoul,
Korea with her mother and sister on Singapore Airlines
and enjoyed the well acclaimed hospitality of the
national carrier. Upon arrival, they were checked into a
wonderful Airbnb apartment, sponsored by Airbnb.
The next day, they headed to Jeonju (in Western Seoul),
a three hours-drive away to try the famous local street
food. Her time at Jeonju was well spent, where she
attended a cooking class at the Jeonju Hanok Living
Experience Center and
explored the Hanok Village
and Traditional Market.

For the third day,
Khairah visited the
Jaman Mural Village
where she saw colourful murals
painted on the walls. Along the way back to Seoul,
they headed to Korean Folk Village, where she was
introduced to traditional culture from the late Joseon
period. Her sightseeing ended with a cable car ride
up to North Seoul Tower where she admired a
beautiful sunset.
On her final day in Seoul, she headed to
Gyeongbokgung Palace, one of the most beautiful
palaces in South Korea and Bukchon Hanok Village to
immerse herself in Korean culture, one of her favourite
things to do! After lunch, she visited Nami Island, a
famous attraction where the Korean drama, ‘Winter
Sonata’ was filmed. Before her flight back home,
Khairah went café-hopping for a taste of the caffeine
culture in Seoul.
It was indeed a fruitful and pleasant trip for Khairah
with lots of picturesque photos to revive her cherished
memories of the trip, especially the chance to
experience her beloved Korean culture and all
things Korean.
Khairah was referred to Make-A-Wish by KK
Women’s & Children’s Hospital.

Wish Granters:
Clara Su,
Vicky Nathan
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FUNDRAISING EVENTS

Charity Golf 2017
On 20 April 2017, Make-A-Wish Singapore held its annual
Charity Golf at Sentosa Golf Club. Together with generous
partners like Marina Bay Sands and Tote Board, Make-AWish raised almost $299,000 in support of children with
life-threatening medical conditions. The funds will help fulfil
the dreams of 132 beneficiaries this year – like Ryzqy’s wish
to have a Sentosa staycation, and Emma’s wish to travel to
New York to watch a musical!
140 golfers turned up to tee off at the picturesque Serapong
Course, dressed in bright colours. Some even brought
their own crazy headgear to contest for the title of ‘Most
Outrageous Individual’! Though the game was temporarily
delayed due to rain, spirits remained buoyant as the golfers
soaked up the atmosphere. They gamely posed for pictures
and drank to their hearts’ content.

11

The fun continued in the evening with an awards dinner,
performances by local band Marc X Hashy, and an exciting
live raffle draw. One of the highlights of the programme was
the live auction of a LEGO spaceship built by Wish Child,
Sage Tan. Sage loves LEGO and he wished to become a
LEGO designer. His battleship was eventually auctioned off
at $1,800 to a generous donor!
The night concluded with a special celebration of Make-AWish’s 15th Anniversary, since the organisation’s inception
in 2002.
At the event, the foundation also commemorated World
Wish Day, that falls on 29 April – the day the first ever wish
was granted.
Make-A-Wish would like to extend our gratitude to all
supporters, partners and volunteers who have made this
event an enormous success!
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SPECIAL EVENTS

Make-A-Wish® Singapore Joins Global Effor ts to Thank
Those Who Make Wishes Possible on World Wish Day®

World Wish Day, takes place annually on 29 April in
honour of the day that inspired the founding of MakeA-Wish 37 years ago.
Make-A-Wish Singapore, along with more than 100
Make-A-Wish chapters and affiliates around the
world celebrated this special global day of thanks
to honour “wish granters” of every type – including
doctors, social workers, donors, child-life specialists,
volunteers, sponsors and wish families.
To mark this day of gratitude, Make-A-Wish staff and
a group of volunteers visited both National University
Hospital (NUH) and KK Women’s and Children’s
Hospital (KKH) on 27th and 28th April respectively.
Besides the display of a thank-you banner at the
NUH main building lobby, more than 300 Make-AWish magic wands were distributed to visitors and
medical workers on the morning of 27th April 2017.

The team also personally delivered cupcakes to the
medical team of 11 children wards and paediatric
clinics at NUH. The next day, on 28th April, the team
was stationed at KKH staff lounge with the thankyou banner, magic wands and dozens of customised
thank-you cupcakes were also distributed to the KKH
medical team, including social workers and Children’s
Cancer Foundation staff stationed at KKH.
A thank-you video featuring some of our wish children
and staff team was also produced and circulated to
express our appreciation to those who volunteer, give,
help and heal.

orld
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YES! I WANT TO SUPPORT MAKE-A-WISH FOUNDATION® (S) LTD
MY PARTICULARS
Name : Dr / Mr / Mrs / Ms
NRIC / FIN* :
*Singapore tax residents will enjoy a 250% tax deduction for donations of $50 and above. Please indicate your NRIC/FIN for IRAS auto-inclusion.

Address:

S(

Contact Number:

(Mobile)

(Office)

)
(Home)

Email:

MY GIFT DONATION
$1,000

$500

$300

$100

$50

$ ______________ (other amount)

FREQUENCY
One-time gift

Monthly gift

USING
Cheque no
(To be crossed & made payable to “Make-A-Wish Foundation (S) Ltd”):

Visa

Mastercard

American Express

Card No
Expiry Date
** Donation via debit/credit card (including renewed card) will remain in force until Make-A-Wish Foundation (S) Ltd receives your termination request.

Name on Card:

TAX EXEMPTION
Yes, I need a tax deductible receipt

No, I do not need a tax deductible receipt

(Applicable for donations of $50 and above)

Yes, I would like to receive newsletter updates

Signature:

Date:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR DONATION AND SUPPORT!
Your privacy is important to us. The processing of your personal information is subject to applicable Personal Data Protection laws
and we will take all care and precaution to prevent the loss or misuse of any data.

